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Appropriate Attribution within Your Thesis/Dissertation1 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All previously published works (or excerpts of previously published works) for which you are the/an author, when included 
in the thesis or dissertation document, must be appropriately attributed exactly as shown in the examples below. The 
attribution should be located in the footnote section of the first page of the chapter in which the previously published work 
appears. The reference within the chapter attribution should be formatted according to your chosen citation style. Since 
chapter attributions must contain a full reference, the attribution is sufficient acknowledgement of the use of that text; the 
source does not need to be listed in the reference section as well unless it is also cited elsewhere in the thesis or 
dissertation. All attributions should use the following standard formatting: 
 

Attribution Text: Complete reference formatted according to your chosen reference style. 
 

 If… Use this Attribution Text: 
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Entire chapter has been published 
previously. 

This chapter previously appeared as:  

Verbatim sections of previously published 
material are included in the chapter. 

Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: 

The chapter (or portions of the chapter) is 
going to be published. 

This chapter is (Portions of this chapter are) to appear as: 

This chapter is (Portions of this chapter are) in press: 

The chapter (or portions of the chapter) have 
been submitted for publication. 

This chapter has (Portions of this chapter have) been 
submitted to: 

The chapter (or portions of the chapter) have 
been presented at a conference. 

This chapter has (Portions of this chapter have) been 
presented as:  
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 Do not use quotation marks or number the attribution as a footnote. 
 

 If, at the time of your official thesis/dissertation submission to OGE, the work has not been submitted, 
it should not be included as an attribution. 
 

 If you are a PhD student, and you have already obtained an MS thesis, the MS thesis cannot be used 
as an attribution at the beginning of the chapter.  
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